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This bibliography contains a list of books and journal articles about Peter Smithson. Books held by the Architectural Association Library will have the shelfmark noted. For additional information or material about Peter Smithson, please ask the Librarian or Deputy Librarian.

**BOOKS**


*Bath walks within the walls : a study of Bath as a built-form taken over by other uses / Peter Smithson*. Bath : Adams and Dart, 1971. **AA shelfmark:** REF(LO) 72.03(423.8B) SMI

*Bibliography / Alison and Peter Smithson*. London, Eng., 1975?


*Changing the art of inhabitation / Alison and Peter Smithson*. London : Artemis, 1994. **AA shelfmark:** 728.1.036 SMI


NOTES: "Produced to accompany the 'Climate Register' exhibition held at the Architectural Association in London from 4 October to 5 November 1994."--p. 56. **AA shelfmark:** 72.036:92SMI ARC

NOTES: Team 10 out of C.I.A.M. Team ten out of C.I.A.M. Cover title. "... from the files of Peter and Alison Smithson ... facsimile reproduction of the original texts ..."--Intro. Bibliography: p. 101-108. AA shelfmark: 72.036(42):92SMI ARC

_Euston Arch and the growth of the London, Midland and Scottish Railway_ / by Alison and Peter Smithson, with a foreword by Nikolaus Pevsner. London: Thames and Hudson, 1968. AA shelfmark: 72.035(421.3E):725.31/33 SMI

_Flying furniture : Unsere Architektur rollt, schwimmt, fliegt = Our architecture rolls, swims, flies / Peter Smithson, Karl Unglaub._ Köln: König, 1999. AA shelfmark: 749.036 SMI


_Imprint of India / Alison Smithson_. London: Architectural Association, c1994. NOTES: "Imprint of India has been published with its companion volume 'Climate Register' to coincide with an exhibition of four projects by Alison and Peter Smithson held at the Architectural Association from 5 October to 4 November 1994"--T.p. verso. AA shelfmark: 72.036:92SMI ARC


_Italienische Gedanken: Beobachtungen und Reflexionen zur Architektur / Alison und Peter Smithson_. Braunschweig: Vieweg, c1996. NOTES: Derived from lectures given since 1977 at Giancarlo de Carlo's International Laboratory for Architecture and Urban Design (ILAUD).


1974. **AA shelfmark:** 72.036:92SMI SMI


*Urban structuring: studies of Alison & Peter Smithson.* London, Studio Vista; New York, Reinhold [1967]. **AA shelfmark:** 711.4 SMI


**JOURNAL ARTICLES**


“Aforisma = Aphorism: Peter Smithson per Domus IV '94.” *Domus* 1994 Apr., n.759, p.6, ISSN 0012-5377.


“Anadrome ste dekaetia tou '60 = Retrospective to the '60s /Alison and Peter Smithson.” *Architektonika themata = Architecture in Greece* 1988, v.22, p.135-140.


“Bakema e il complesso Siemens a Perlach, Monaco = Bakema and the Siemens complex in Perlach, Munich / Alison Smithson, Peter Smithson.” Spazio e società 1990 July-Sept., v.13, no.51, p.68-81.


“A bibliography of Alison and Peter Smithson/Julia Bloomfield, compiler.” Oppositions 2, January 1974, p.105-123.


“Complex ordinariness: the Upper Lawn Pavilion by Alison and Peter Smithson / Bruno Krucker.” Daidalos 2000 May, n.75, p.44-[51], ISSN 1561-0152.

“Constructores de ambientes: del mat-building a la lava programática = Environmental constructors [sic]: from mat-building to programmatic lava / José Antonio Sosa.” *Quaderns d’arquitectura i urbanisme* 1998, n.220, p.90-100, ISSN 0211-9595.


“Dal Team X al Team x = From Team X to Team x / Mirko Zardini.” *Lotus international* 1997, n.95, p.[76]-97.


“A disposition to observe: Alison and Peter Smithson’s Second Arts Building, University of Bath / criticism by Peter Brades.” *UIA International architect / International Union of Architects* 1984, no.6, p.[2]-7.


“To embrace the machine / Peter Smithson.” *Architectural design* 1974, v. 44, n. 4, p. 213-216.


“Interview: Team 10, Peter Smithson, 'The radicalism of "ordinariness' / Tom Henegan.” Kenchiku bunka 1994 June, v.49, n.572, p.[75]-84.

“Just a few chairs and a house: an essay on the Eames aesthetic / Peter Smithson.” Architectural design 1999 Jan.-Feb., v.69, n.1-2, p.iii, ISSN 0003-8504.


“Kansai-Kan of the National Diet Library (project).” Kenchiku bunka 1997 Sept., v.52, n.611, p.[118]-[124].


“Louis Kahn's Centre for British Art and British Studies at Yale University / Peter Smithson.” Royal Institute of British Architects. Journal 1976 Apr., v.83, n. 4, p. 149-151.

“Marcel Breuer: Casas americana = American houses.” 2G: revista internacional de arquitectura = international architecture review 2001, n.17, entire issue (144p.), ISSN 1136-9647.
“Markers on the land / Peter Smithson.” New Irish architecture 1994, n.9, p.46-47, ISSN 0780-0578.


“Passing it on [British tradition in architecture: interview] / Peter Davey.” Architectural review 1984 May, v.175, no.1047, p.58-59, ISSN 0003-861X.


“Simple thoughts on repetition / Peter Smithson.” *Architectural design* 1971 Aug., v. 41, p. 479-481.


“The Smithsons; unbuilt in Brasilia / Alison Smithson.” *Architectural review* CLVIII/944 (Oct 1975) 222-228.


“Time and contemplation; regarding the Smithsons /Peter Cook.” *Architectural review* CLXXII/1025 (July 1982) 36-43.
“A tribute to one of the founder members of Team X [obituary]/ Peter Smithson.”


“Working with shadow: Damascus Gate, Jerusalem / Alison and Peter Smithson.” Via 1990, no.11, p.76-83, ISSN 0506-8347.
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